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BUBBLE BATH
Vilma Leino

THE DOUCHE WITH A STACHE
Vilma Leino
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A COMING TOGETHER
I bought Humpty Dumpty a pint last night.
He looked so broken sitting at the bar,

Though he perked up when I called over
Miss Muffet who was alone
Perched on a stool in the corner
Sipping a glass of chardonnay.

The two of them caught up on the doings
Of old friends. Evidently, Little Boy Blue
Had fallen on hard times. He left
Farm work in favor of shoe repair.
Seems an Old Woman offered him room and board
After her children grew up and moved away.

That was before crooked houses were all the rage,
When Jack Horner turned a sixpence
Into a fortune, cornered the real estate market
All the while boasting about his plum job
Until Simon and Pieman & Company sent him packing
Following a leveraged buy-out of his business.

I texted King Cole and urged him
To round up the old gang. He tweeted,
So it wasn’t long before the Fiddlers Three
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Burst through the pub doors trailed by Bo-peep,
Nimble Jack and others. Even Georgie Porgie
And his partner Will Winkie came to mingle.

Within no time the crowd broke into spontaneous song.
One tune after the next about blind mice, twinkling stars,
Silver Bells and cockle shells. But by far the biggest surprise
Of the evening was the arrival of Peter and his hot wife,
The musky fragrance of ripe pumpkin
Hanging about her like a vaporous love potion.

A cry of “Hickory Dickory” went up when the clock struck one.
Merry old Cole passed a pipe around and a little dog laughed
To the delight of a tipsy Mother Hubbard.
Just after last call, I peered through a cloud of smoke to see the king’s men
With cigars and brandy, surrounding and toasting a beaming Humpty,
Who sat proudly upright as if on a wall, looking whole.
-Patrick R. Connelly
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BEFORE THE EXILE OF SILK
Bill Wolak
8

WITH HANDS THEY ARRIVE TREMBLING
Bill Wolak
9

it all melts down to this: a novel in timelines (chapter 6)
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-Ben Miller, inspired by the drawings of Dale Williams
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(The Way I Play)
The way I see
Isn’t the way I play
How do we fix that
Or should we
I run but actually I fly
I float like a star in a lake
But no it’s the ocean wave
And I surf and see blue
I think in real it’s white
Like a canvas to be painted
I can whisper about it
So quietly it’s loud.
-Rafaël Barnwell
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MIDDLE OF THE SUMMER
Hyunsun Yoo
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(At Play)
The setting sun like pouring wine
The tree naked of spring leaves
Dark strong wood of this seat
A boat now for play
The fast tongue and all these stories
The unfamiliar language
Mind in quiet freedom
A high tide of sounds
The inside of my mind’s world map
The traveling of a fresh wind
Outside of a circle
A shortfall of words
The new sounds hit play
Inside it’s wondering
If the sky is blue down there
If eternal flowers exist
The vibrations feel
Inside it’s whispering
If far away deep souls stand
If fishing them would be a thing
The silent bird and the small cage
The invisible shoreline
Stillness of a stranger
An image at odds
The growing distance drifts away
The friendly gathering seats
The anonymous stares
A lost play in sight
The garden and the air so green
The cool grass under bare feet
Voices like a rumble
A feeling like home.
-Rafaël Barnwell
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KEEP A DISTANCE OF 2M
Hyunsun Yoo
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STAR DIARY
A distant train is rattling by, and
I look for a halo around the moon,
The air just cool enough in late March
To wear a thin long-sleeved shirt
And be comfortable,
Cars whizzing by on the road,
Stars winking
Like you share a secret.
You’ve always been in league
With the constellations.
You’ve sat by Cassiopeia
As she sits in her chair,
Telling her stories,
The pearls on her throne
Aligned like a bow,
A shape like shrugging shoulders
As though when Cassiopeia looked in the cracked mirror
She was uncertain,
Ruing vanity,
Though the galaxy where she waits,
A fancy dress ball, where stars dance,
And a crystal ball, foretelling fortunes many,
Is beauty undeniable.
Perhaps Pegasus rescued you,
In a chariot of light,
Passing by the menagerie
Of the fox and lion,
Crane and chameleon,
And, crowned by the stars,
You found destiny,
Looking through the other side
Of your telescope.
*
And still, some nights,
You look at the stars
As though for the first time,
Like all these years
You had been blind.
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It’s something how wonder
Throws the veil off the light,
As though it were a new bride
At the altar of hope.
*
A wedding of opposites,
Water and sky
Meet each other at the horizon line,
Stars holding hands across the distance,
Reflected in the current.
*
A comet skips
Across the sky,
Like a hopscotch game,
A palpitating heart.
*
Stars are effervescent, light
As champagne bubbles
In a thin silver flute of sky.
*
The crescent moon is a croissant
On a white plate of summer sky
*
Stars of the Milky Way, indistinguishable, sometimes
Are inscrutable as ourselves.
-Kathryn Sadakierski
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ATTEMPTING TO PADDLE STRAIGHT AT THE MOON
Caleb Charland
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PADDLING STRAIGHT TOWARDS THE SUN WHILE CAPTURING ITS RED,
GREEN, AND BLUE LIGHT
Caleb Charland
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CAMERA PLACED ON MY CHEST WHILE LYING ON THE
GROUND FOR MORE THAN TWO HOURS
Caleb Charland
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POURING LIGHT #3
Caleb Charland
27

CINDERELLA
It should have ended there,
the coach turning soft and orange,
her gown dissolving into a frothy cloud
around her shoulders,
the twelfth stroke of the clock in the tower
falling like a meteorite,
and the glass slipper slipping into the pond,
raising a bubble like a frog breathing.
Perhaps it is starting to rain.

It should have ended there,
the pumpkin at the gate,
and the neighbors' only son staring in amazement,
riding out at dawn to work.
-J.R. Solonche
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THE TORTOISE AND THE HAIR
April Winter
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ALBERO PITTURA
Bislacchi
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TERMOPOLIO
Bislacchi
31

scorched earth
there is a light on the tip of your tongue,
tingling on your lips—
a brilliant, blistering anaphylaxis.
a light, creeping down your neck,
spilling across your chin,
dripping,
dripping.
this honey-heaven,
how you hold it between your teeth.
dewdrop divinity,
like syrup,
glistening amber under lukewarm lights.
it blazes across me,
hot oil on my arms,
my legs,
my hushed morning breath.
you leave a glow everywhere you touch—
golden light seeping from your heartlines,
shimmering stains across my bedroom walls.
i bury my face in the plaster,
slather this across my cheeks
until it sears.
anything to feel this scalding
all through my burnt-up body.
here we are in this wasteland,
frost-bitten,
shuddering,
and still we scrape it from the coldest corners—
something you have to swish against the sides of your mouth
before you can name it.
we cannot speak through this feeling,
but when we cough,
hack,
keel over,
there is a simmering,
and it tastes like dawn.
-Zoe Cunniffe
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HAVE YOU SEEN MY TOUCAN
Sanna Stabell
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STOP GO
June Woest
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SIGHTSEER
June Woest
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CLOUD COLLAR
June Woest
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TO PEEL AN ORANGE
For two years I worked at a job so unstimulating that I looked forward to peeling an orange every
day at lunch. Seriously.
I don’t mean to suggest that I actually had an orange for lunch every day for two years. It could have
been an apple or some grapes, maybe even a pear. I’m also not suggesting that I ate only fruit for
lunch. Come on. The point is that the highlight of my work day centered on the most mundane of
tasks—peeling an orange. You’ll notice that I said peeling an orange, not eating an orange. While for
most people eating an orange is the climax of the orange experience, for me the eating part was simply
a consequence of peeling it. I peeled it, so I might as well eat it. Oranges are supposed to be healthy
and all that. Vitamin C, you know?

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA

When I wasn’t peeling and eating my orange, my mind wandered.
I daydreamed about jumping out a window of our ninth-floor office suite. But you know there’s a
difference between thought experimentation and actual suicidal tendencies. And I wasn’t suicidal. If
you really want to know, the thought experiment featured me running full force through a floor-toceiling window, watching shards of glass, glittery in the afternoon sun, arranging and rearranging in a
spectacle of mirrored mosaics as I slow-motion flailed—Hollywood style—to the earth. Such
fantasies are a natural consequence of suffering through 10-hour work days in a cubicle, typing up
tedious forms, editing legal documents, and generally playing the role of a well-adjusted employee
who is not thinking of jumping out the window.
My salaried colleagues had offices with doors, but the doors weren’t important because as a general
rule no one spoke. Inside the offices, colleagues performed tasks like the ones I performed at my
cubicle, only my colleagues-with-doors had the kind of degrees that come with back-breaking debt,
and they were held responsible if something went wrong. A few of them stuffed their ears with
earbuds and listened to music as they pushed through their daily grind. I had colleagues on the
opposite side of the planet as well as six steps away; nevertheless, the means of communication was
the same. Email. Why talk when you can not talk instead?
At first I reveled in the silence, a welcome reprieve from a previous career where I would sometimes
yell at a volume that scared me just to be heard. When the yelling was done and the people were gone,
I occasionally would turn off the overhead lights, sit in my office chair, and space out in the darkness
and silence while I snacked on peanut M&M’s from a giant resealable bag. After I’d changed careers, I
would drive past the old, loud job on my way to the new, quiet job and celebrate internally that I’d
never go back to the loud job, but the revelry didn’t last because too much silence became a problem.
The philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre writes “Hell is other people.” But hell, you see, isn’t too much of
people; it’s too much of any one thing. It could be too much of people, noise, silence—or if you think
about it, even peanut M&M’s. You’d get sick of them. Or water. Did you hear about that fraternity
kid who died from chugging an insane amount of regular tap water during a hazing incident?
Muffled footsteps thumped down a long, carpeted hallway lined with rows of filing cabinets. A
heavy-duty printer hummed to life and obediently spat out a freshly-inked page. Slacks swished to
retrieve the still-warm printout. Fingers drummed out a delicate clack clack clack on a keyboard. An
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index finger gently clicked a mouse. I had to work up the nerve to make a phone call. I was afraid to
break the near silence—my voice a hammer to a pane of glass.
Some days I would come home from work and report to my husband, “I don’t think I spoke today.”
Scrunching my eyebrows and looking up at the ceiling, I’d do a mental recap of my day and arrive
back at my initial conclusion. “No, I didn’t say anything.”
Quiet isolation planted a deep-seated lethargy that blossomed into full-fledged desperation. I
welcomed distraction in any form. To assuage my numbed-out mind and get my blood flowing, I
made countless trips to the communal coffee pot in our little office kitchen. I intentionally drank
from a small Styrofoam cup because it meant more refills throughout the day which meant more
leaving my cubicle. But trips to the coffee pot weren’t enough. I would throw things away in
trashcans at the opposite end of the office. My job reminded me of a transatlantic flight—you can go
batty after too many hours confined to your seat.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAA

Speaking of battiness, one time I was working in my cubicle when I detected a scent that stung my
nostrils—smoke. I looked around, saw nothing, and went back to clack, clack, clacking on my
keyboard. The smell died down. But then there it was again, the smell of alarm, the smell that makes
your heart beat faster because you’re on the ninth floor and because the death you’ve imagined isn’t
death by fire but death by jumping out the window. Offended by this death-not-of-my-choosing
scenario, I focused all my attention to identifying the source of the smell. Quietly, oh so quietly, I
stooped just high enough to peer over the partition that separated me from the colleague to my right.
He was burning paper. With a cheap, brightly-colored lighter in one hand, and torn scraps of paper in
the other, he held the paper just close enough to the open flame to watch the milk-white paper begin
to brown and then blacken and curl in on itself before he blew out the flame. “What are you doing?”
I whisper-hissed, not yet committed to alerting the colleagues-with-doors to his pyromaniacal
shenanigans. He jumped. “Oh, nothing.” His hands trembled slightly as he shoved the incriminating
evidence into the nearest drawer. I was angry, but on some level I understood that he, too, was
desperate for mental stimulation, and while some people’s desperation is detectable, others’ is hidden
within the recesses of their minds.
I used to have conversations in my head where I’d scold myself for not getting enough work done.
The scolding voice sounded like Gollum from The Lord of the Rings. Try as I might, it was
impossible to get any work done between 4:00–6:00 p.m. If we’re counting that would be hours nine
and ten, the homerun stretch, of my ten hour confinement to my cubicle. Around 4:00 p.m., I’d reach
a point where my mind scattered in all directions, like a cloud whose shape, once distinct and
discernable against the blue sky, was pulled and tugged until it no longer held any particular outline
and was reduced to puffs of white, strung out across the sky. “We don’t want to get fired, do we?” the
Gollum voice hissed. “No, we don’t want to get fired,” I’d answer in my head. “Then we must
work!” But all I could ever really manage during the last few hours of the workday was the
appearance of working.
In hell things are turned upside down. What was previously a nuisance becomes a joy, a bright spot in
the day. I usually hate checking my email, but at this job I checked my personal email obsessively. I
kept my phone on my desk screen side up, and as soon I saw a new message, I read it with a kind of
frantic hope, like it was a message from the outside world about how to change my situation, some
kind of life line to pull me out of that quiet desperation that was becoming not so quiet. What I mean
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is, sometimes on my way home from work I’d scream in my car.
Sartre’s No Exit opens with a valet escorting a man into hell where he is destined to spend eternity in
a drawing room with a few other people. Initially the man believes he has been spared a horrible fate
of ceaseless suffering, only to learn that suffering can be insidious—like the frog that sits tacitly and
unperturbed in the warm bath, only to find that the temperature is rising and she’s being boiled alive.
I ate lunch at my cubicle, keyboard pushed back, space made for my plastic Tupperware dishes to be
spread out. Cupping an orange, I’d taste a sharp sting of the rind as I pierced the flesh with my teeth.
I do this to get a grip on the skin, which I can then start to peel back with my fingers. I learned this
from my mom. Sometimes people recoil in surprise when they witness my teeth-first plunge into an
orange’s skin. They ask if I planned to eat the whole orange, skin and all. What are the alternatives to
piercing an orange if not with teeth? With a knife? Inconvenient. With nails? Seems like they’d break
or bend backwards.
The orange is a cumbersome fruit, and I preferred it especially for this feature. It takes time to peel an
orange. To peel an orange is to engage, to be intentional. The orange is not a convenient snack, like
peanut M&M’s from a giant, resealable bag. I found peeling an orange more satiating than eating it,
for I was hungry not the level of my belly, but the level of my soul. Peeling the orange was sensual, an
almost transcendent experience. There was the sight of it, a bright orb, exotic in the midst of a muted
gray workspace, its different textures, the dimpled outer layer, the inner fruit, fuzzy with pale yellow
rind fragments, the trickles of juice sliding down my fingers. As I peeled back the fruit’s flesh, the soft
rind gathered under my fingernails and around my cuticles. Little sprays of orange mist hung in the
air. At the end I’d have a pile of orange jigsaw pieces for a puzzle which would never be
reconstructed. It was sensory experience magnified, glorified. After breaking the orange down into its
natural bite-sized pieces, I’d crack the citrine jewels with my teeth and swallow the crystalline juice.
And the ritual was complete.
I searched endlessly for stimulation, for a way out, and while I fantasized about running through the
window, breaking glass with my body and plummeting to my death, an unassuming orange proved a
more viable option. Every afternoon I would treat myself to an edible toy, something akin to the
sensory objects zoo workers give to caged animals to keep them from getting anxious or depressed. I
saw a news story recently about a zoo asking locals to donate unwanted cologne and perfume. Zoo
workers planned to spritz a little cologne here, a little perfume there as this would provide
stimulation to the caged animal. For all the stimulation I needed, I could have gone swimming in a
pool of freshly-squeezed OJ and bathed in the cheerful, energizing juice.
I worked at this job for two years. I don’t want to encourage any notions that the job moved to
immediately after was any better—because it wasn’t. But I did eventually find a more balanced career.
I get to be creative. I talk. I listen to people talk. There are periods of silence. When I buy oranges
now, they usually shrivel and harden in the little wicker fruit basket in my kitchen.
-Stefanie Fair-King
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REIMAGINING MY BODY
Sophie Minervini
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THE MAD ON HOLIDAY
Are perfectly sane. Shift work, they call it
When they leave their mad houses and mad cars
And mad jobs and mad doctors who puzzle out

Their mad rantings only so far. So far from the mad houses
In their sane resorts, the mad consider the world,
Their world that makes too much sense, or too little:

“Stunning,” they think, “wherever we go, there we are.”
There they are, sunning, perfectly sane, they are.
So, after being away for so long, they board their buses,

Return to their ships and their trains that deposit
Them back in their houses. “Back to work again,”
They say to us, and, looking at us, they try to show us

The snap shots they took when they were away.
We try to puzzle out the blurry, the hazy, the odd angles,
And we listen as they try to explain in their mad way

What we are seeing, but when we ask where they went,
They can’t answer anything but “on holiday, on holiday.”
- Alan Ainsworth
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THE PHILOSOPHER
Jay Hollick

LUDIC
English is not a language
One can ever get ahead of—
Just too damn many words!
Like ‘ludic’ for example:
Playful, in the sense of
Spontaneous, without a
Real purpose. Sooo…
How come I never came
Across it in over sixty,
Yes, sixty years reading
Untold millions of words in
My beloved mother tongue,
The language I love,
The language I married.
Even spell-check never saw it,
Or else why would it underline
Little Ludic in red, like some sort
Of criminal who needs a good
Sorting out, a spell in scary
Word prison perhaps?
But if you try, really try,
You can find sweet Ludic
Laying low, hiding quietly in the
Big fat Oxford Dictionary, lord
And regent of all word books.
He lives there with his cousins:
Ludibrious and that stuffed shirt,
Ludibry, and Ludicro (no doubt
From the Italian side of the
Family) and, of course, the far
More famous Ludicrous who
Seems to want all the spotlight
For himself…words can be
So very selfish too.
-Nolo Segundo
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THE MIND IS IN MY BRAIN
Helge Paulsen
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wobble
even earth, a little addled, spins askew like a rolling egg. sometimes inside you seem to feel its
rocking. outside, solid trees root at right angles to the ground. crying jays fly in straight lines
before a silent, giant sky. other people walk on, tall, trusting unyielding sidewalks. but you must
sit as the great pendulum sways within you. and sit, and sit.
still body, sloshing
wild vertigo of the mind.
take one step. one more.
-P.J. Melton
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bite grist fuss
lime scheming love uh bite grist fuss
must pike duh suns lye fused blue dough
rare duh key pops wrist in
hand guild pen twist in
blue cheer tray wells gin duh show
lime scheming love uh bite grist fuss
myth rev knee grist fuss bard lye might
bay pure phase see cherry hand trite
hand bay mall pure grist fusses see bite
-Janis Butler Holm
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SPREAD
Natalie Christensen and Jim Eyre
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VISITORS
In my solitary apartment, I keep a window
wide open so the moon can maneuver in and out.
Iridescent aliens with grasshopper legs skitter through
and sit around my dining room table. They always
bring their own food. Their high-pitched chatter
punctuates the melodies from the refrigerator.
They are rumored to be afraid of cats. When “Bastet”
died, she left meows in every room, but the aliens
don’t hear them. When I play my music, they twist, twitch
and twirl with an amusing alien dance. I twitch too,
until dizzy drunk, we collapse on the carpet.
Thank Goddess for these visitors,
because without them, I might go mad.
-Jean Fineberg
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LLAMA DABA DOO!
Maria Titan
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YEARNED FOR A SCRIBBLE
Yearned for a scribble of lead to learn and know and understand; time
by time, turn
by turn; her
twinkling giggle,
outlandish facials,
close your eyes blow out the candle wishes,
step at a time goals,
keep the light on fears; condensed
to a tip
Forever denuded
Forever
to record and relate and reveal
Recognized Acknowledged Accepted
But they’re all a whitewash, and
the tip breaks off, subdued and falling prey, to what was beyond
the layers; she is littered
a forsaken hull once offering
her forsaken self, layers erected with haste, to stonewall the decrepit
nothing,
shipwrecked jagged end-total
but nonetheless withstanding
and foretasting splinters
for all who don’t swerve
Unearthed out of desperation (depression)
millimeters of abatement
that build up
to .394 inches
The new graphite, brought to light
as more time passed more turns made more layers flaked
more resolute
resilience, surpassed
Ready
to record and relate the same
And write her own name
-Angel Tang
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FLOW 3 (TRIPTYCH) and CLOCKWORK FOR ORACLES
Willy Bo Richardson
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EAT ASS
Camille Theodet

PRAYER
“God, you’re a motherfucking idiot!”
Not you, God. I mean, Lord’s name
And all that. My bad. There isn’t much
I can do to take it back, is there? ‘Cept
Try to weasel my way out. You’ll know
Anyway if I’m lying. So I’m counting
On my conscience here. Just because
I’m alone in this car, shouting your name
Doesn’t mean I was using a lifeline,
I mean a God-line. And wait a sec.
That’s not even your name. That’s your
Job. Ha. Ha. Double-meaning there,
Eh? Old Job had quite a job to come
to terms with the awful hand you dealt?
That’s work! I’m not Job. He had it
Inflicted on him. I’m self-owned.
(Another phrase of goddamned triUmphant irony!) Oops, I did it
Again. Yeah, my words come in
Layers, so if you’re not up on what
I did to meàprimary definition: I
Am my own biggest problem, BUT
Could I also be professing a lack
Of faith? Wanting my own wit
And words to be my ways out?
When Sinatra says he did it his way,
He sang it like it was a conquest
Of You! Of them. Behind this wheel,
I’m not. You are. Of course you knew
I was looking in the rearview mirror,
Past our history to the night chasing
Me, and at that face, those skeptical
Eyes, those poised lips too confident
Even when holding words back in,
Staring not at one made in your image,
But at the one ruined as mine. Amen.
-Robert Bires
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Across
1.
4.
7.
8.
9.
10.
15.
17.
19.
23.
24.
27.
28.
29.

We are all born mad. Some remain so
Polka dot trees
The Dripper
Many accept the artist in him
Dadaist back cycling
sequel to Lao Ma Ti Hua
Gadji beri bimba glandridi laula lonni cadori
"Bust of Gnome" sculptor
"Cat and Bird" artist
Pope of Pop
Broadway Boogie Woogie
Ditch cheeky Dadaist exhibits, upon reflection
Under this name a group of young artists and writers has been formed whose aim is to
create a center for artistic entertainment.
"Self-Portrait with Monkeys" painter

Down
1.
2.
3.
5.
6.
8.
11.
12.
13.
14.
16.
18.
20.
21.
22.
25.
26.
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poem read in different languages at the same time
Sunflower Seeds
Neo-dadaist flagmaker
Munch is inferior to Dutch artist
Blue Study
Artist reflected in mirror images
Painter's materials interspersed with hint of light medium
"Masterpiece"
didn’t want to dissect a frog
Fumms bö wö tää zää Uu, pögiff, kwii Ee
US poet who appears in the opening segment of D A Pennebaker's film, Don’t Look Back
If a work of art cannot live always in the present it must not be considered at all.
I have the true feeling of myself only when I am unbearably unhappy
Take a newspaper. Take some scissors.
impactful painting
Painter upset a sad old rival
Ricardo Basoalto

Subscribe to Superpresent to see the solutions in the next issue.
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AT PEACE
Iris K
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I USED TO HAVE A BARBIE MERMAID DOLL
with a blue and pink tail
that would sometimes fall off at the joint
until
one day
she fell into the thrift store pile
and
years later
I found out that my friend
had bought her
the very same mermaid barbie doll
with the blue and pink tail
that would sometimes fall off a the joint
and at her 4th of july family reunion,
as was their tradition,
tied her to a firework
and watched
as the tail
finally
fused together
again
before
it burned
and her
pretty face
and her seashell bra
melted
and I’m glad
that I didn’t know this
until now.
- Sophia Thimmes
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FROM EXPLORE
Li Mo

FROM EXPLORE
Li Mo
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if.
if i let it devour me,
what will you think of me?
what if i tell you that i often think of my own devouring?
of what it would be like to be swallowed whole.
if i let it devour me,
will you be ashamed of me?
what if i tell you i think often of this shame?
of what it would be like to be savored then spit out like sunflower
seeds.
if i let it devour me,
will you still come to visit me?
what if i tell you my grave will be in its belly?
of what kind of company i am keeping here in the midst of others
devouring.
if i let it devour me,
will you still hunger to love me?
-Zaria Rashay
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marvel.
i have always wondered
what it was like to live
on the petal of a rose.
to think of this life
as everlasting
and welcoming
to all its followers.
i have always wondered
what it was like to live
one’s life outside the
chamber of a
loaded gun.
to not spend
so many moments
afraid of other’s
anguish sullying
your own.
i have always wondered
what it was like to live
outside of one’s sadness.
to dwell outside
of misery
and live
in the sun
where everything
is light and
airy and
overwhelmingly lovely.
-Zaria Rashay
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SAY HI TO STRANGERS
Esra Nesipoğulları
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A Knot, A Network, A World
It is overcast and the light entering through the window casts soft diffused shadows. The table is
positioned to capitalise on the available light; the curtain opens and closes to adjust to the changing
light throughout the day. Living high up, the light enters in a different way, it feels more horizontal.
This apartment is a vessel. I’m not sure if it is a ship or a container but its cargo is life, matter, and affect
thrown together. Objects are thrown together; the root of the word “object” is a combination of ob “in
front of” and jacere “to throw” which applies to both the verb, to oppose, and the noun, a tangible
thing perceived by or presented to the senses. Apartments, like objects, are deceptively not static.
This drawer is a vessel: a knot of objects.
This wooden canister is a container and a network of lines.
This still life is a composition of rooms in an apartment: a world.
They are emptied of their contents and recomposed, each object repeatedly touched and moved. There
is an easy precision to their placement: quickly considered with rote attentiveness to their relation in
space and their performance for lens and shutter, window and curtain.
A Knot
The drawer opens and the contents shift but remain together. This is not top-drawer stuff, but items
relegated to the lower tier of randomness and infrequent use. Expired antacids and bright orange
earplugs will be thrown away. The orange plastic case is a provocation of future travel and a reminder
of past adventures, unpacked and repacked at each destination. The polaroid now lives in the drawer:
an inaccurate representation of the drawer’s current contents.

A Knot, 2021, digital photograph.
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A Network
Pebbles tumbled into smoother and rounder shapes wash up on the shore with shells formed from the
mantle of mollusks. Some find their way into a hand-carved spalted wood vessel discovered in an
antique store a stone’s throw from their Fife Coastal home: a border between land and sea.
Spalted wood is also known as web wood because of the zone lines it contains. The dark lines are a
result of a mycelial defence: a zone of interaction where the fungus protects its territory from its fungal
neighbours. It is rare for this to occur in living wood. There are a specific set of conditions that enable
fungal colonization and a short window of usability during the growth of the zone lines before the
wood decays

A Network, 2021, digital photograph
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A World
A photo, a spoon, some pills, an awl, a clip, a rock, a cube, a vase, dead leaves, a camera, the paper, the
window, the curtains, the light, a table, a wall, a pandemic, an apartment, a human, a composition:
“Disparate and incommensurate elements (human and non-human, given and composed) cohere and
take on force as some kind of real, a world.”[i]

A World, 2021, digital photograph
It is overcast and the light entering through the window casts soft diffused shadows. The table is still
positioned to capitalise on the available light: the curtains drawn wide to let in as much of the day as
possible. This laptop sits in a red and blue paper scene amongst the detritus of compositions unknotted, re-networked, and re-worlded. I have been sitting inside this still life world for a month now.
The paper is frayed and creased, not in the pathetic fallacy of a decaying photography set, but simply in
its service as a desk. The paper is covered in a pink dust that has eroded off of a geode. Why have I not
put these things away?
Did I need more time with these things?
-Stephen Severn
[1] Kathleen Stewart, “Tactile Compositions,” in Objects and Materials, ed. Penny Harvey et al. (New
York: Routledge, 2015), 119.
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AUDIO/VIDEO
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BACK UP MY MEMORIES
Selene Citron and Luca Lunardi
Back up my memories is a reflection on the disquieting perspectives offered by cryopreservation. Is
it possible to crystallize the brain? Can memories be frozen before death to be defrosted in the near
future thanks to new scientific discoveries? Back up my memories is about the fear of losing
memory and therefore of dying. Recovering memories means to long for immortality. So, the fear
of losing memories will become the fear of losing data. The video also imagines a future in which
the infinite digitization and quantification of data has made information overloaded starting a
process of crystallization.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://vimeo.com/262076666

ANGER
Alexander Augustus

My recent audiovisual artwork is about the British class system, the queen and imagining a
futuristic revolution using imagination technology. Is it set in a post-apocalyptic covid world, in
which the Queen goes on an adventure

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6AxvxttY68
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LADON
Carla Geronimi
As we drift through a mystical forest, a sense of fantasy arises when an intriguing apple starts
attracting a body of lizards. Loosely revisiting the Greek myth of Ladon and the Garden of the
Hesperides, observational sequences of Dragon Trees and creature-like reptiles evoke the
mystical stories and symbols associated to them. With its tale-like narration, ‘Ladon’ is a
reflection on physical existence in relation to the beliefs constructed behind it.”

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjwrF5djAGE

I AM WAITING FOR YOU - 我等着你回来
Zona Chen
If I compare my music video to a movie, it would be a film noir with myself playing the role of
femme fatale. In Asia, and especially China, women endure the traditional Confucius philosophy
that the inferior, negative, and evil female should be obedient, humble, and well-behaved. In film
noir, the femme fatale uses these sexist prejudices to her advantage; an idea that I emulate in my
film noir-esque works. With traditional, humble beauty, the woman turns herself into a goddess
that controls men, becoming a spider that preys on men, trapping them in her web for her
amusement. She eventually breaks out of the social orders and taboos, which are represented by the
grid, and creates her own order.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://youtu.be/f0KBBJRIOE0
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ARIES IN LOVE
Ashley Hernandez
In the video piece Aries in Love, I combined a poem and manipulated music to create a soundscape
for a stop motion video composition. I merged the lines from the poem to queue with the visuals of
the video.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPErLLu8UKs

STOP THE WORLD AND MELT
Ashley Hernandez
In the video composition, I’ll Stop The World and Melt, I used silicone molds that I made from
sculpting plasticine in Sculpture and created ice molds of myself (Red) and my partner (Blue). I
slowed down 80s song “I’ll Melt With You” and manipulated the track over a time-lapse of the ice
molds melting in the sun. With entropy in mind, I wanted to create something that liquified in
color and would eventually disappear with the passing of the sun- similarly to personal
relationships and change/growth.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_8175hLjx8
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JEALOUSY
Cole Seidl
A series of repeated situations and moments either reveals or obscures the truth of the relational
dynamic over the course of an evening. Based on the novel by Alain Robbe-Grillet, Jealousy
translates a literary exploration of the subjective experience of emotional jealousy into an
audiovisual and temporal form. Through repetition and slight variation, the film functions as a first
person perspective of a jealous husband casting and re-casting his wife in his paranoid fantasies.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://vimeo.com/161485191/95e621b29d

DIASPORIC SEARCH
Jaspal Kaur Singh
This is a poem about the play of identity and being always asked who exactly I am in the USA as an
Asian American immigrant from Burma. This is my answer about who I am. As a human being
from the Sikh Indian diaspora, born in Burma, having lived through a military coup in my
birthplace, and then my exile to India and eventually my migration to the US, my identity, as all
identities, is self defined and constructed, but it is now complicated with the Covid Pandemic to
add another layer of meaning to it.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL

https://youtu.be/eFfS1x3UvjE
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MECHANIZED DRAWING
Sherman Finch
"Mechanized Drawing" is a video of a drawing performance with an interactive kinetic sculpture,
where chance, play, and spontaneous acts are an integral part of the performance. As the work is
activated, random marks are placed on a spinning wheel, and through the movement, appear as an
abstract animation.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://vimeo.com/306944023

PITCH SHIFTING GROUP
Grgur Savic, Sanja Star, Samuel Hall, Richard Scott
Pitch Shifting Group is concentrated on developing a highly individualized musical vocabulary
played without restrictions and closely connected with live visual performance making a truly
immersive experience. Sheets where tiny particles move across the screen creating the sense of
motion in the viewer, as if we are traveling at the speed of light towards another dimension. With
relentless symmetry we are drawn through portals and gateways and blasted across over overdeveloped sci-fi picture scapes. There is just enough visual information and velocity to draw the
audience in and allow us to create our own divine.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://youtu.be/iPLuooUNe9Y
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OCCURRENCES OF QUESTIONABLE SIGNIFICANCE
Dave Lojek
When forest animals invade our cities, the world is in disarray. Office fox Fiona struggles with her
phone addiction. Will she succumb to it? Temperamental bunny Barbara only gives her stag sugar
daddy Nestor his special massage, after he dines her and plays the big spender. This obscure short
film pinpoints postmodern tropes of consumerism, eroticism, and art with an homage to the theater
stage and references to literature. The film uses a fantasy language and needs no subtitles.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://vimeo.com/449687644

THE MBC ROLLING, SERIES II
The ManosBuckius Cooperative
Description: Manos/Buckius engage rolling objects commonly used for auto mechanics' work to
perform domestic-based work highlighting and questioning the assumed duality between so-called
masculine and feminine labor roles and the heightened value given to capitalist/commodity-based
industry over caregiving/service-based (and often unpaid) industry. The video is a quilt of
improvised encounters in interstitial and adjacent filmic space between the two performers; it is
chance choreography with alignment and misalignment in movements and actions engaging objects
and technology.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://vimeo.com/511391863
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INTERMIX
Seth Guy
Intermix (propositions for performance installation), is a collaborative performance project
developed as part of my online residency at LAB451.
For each Intermix, I recorded to video a new private performance where I resonate and record the
sound of objects with my body. The resulting video was sent to a collaborator who then responded
aurally to what they saw and heard. Initially the project also contained audio recordings of the
performances to complement that of my collaborator's descriptions but halfway through
development these were omitted, inviting listeners instead to imagine and visualize what has been
performed solely from my collaborator's perspective.
To listen to the audio recordings scan the QR code or use the URL
https://sethguy.bandcamp.com/album/intermix-2018

AMPM
Thaís DeMelo
AMPM is an experimental dystopian film where the main character is the human mind and an
analog television set. The desire to connect with anything, in this dystopian world where the
internet has disappeared, made people look for connection within ancient objects that are difficult
to find in this reality, like an old TV. Just like a new pop drug, the sound waves and the imagery of
the TV interconnect with the mind of the one who is receiving them, entering into full connection
with everything that the mind produces, except that the experiment only lasts 12 hours, enough
time for the trip to be resumed after finding a new device. This film is about connection -- being
next to someone, doesn’t mean you are really there sharing the same world’s vision. When we are
really connected, fighting for the same ideals, we can really change our mental state and our lives.
This film was awarded with installations, prizes, exhibitions, including Best Film & Best
Cinematography.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://vimeo.com/357980958
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YARN
Poetry is a tapestry.
Scraps and snips,
Ribbon strips,
Curling paper slips,
Parsed and phrased,
Just the right way.
Ideas
Stretched and spooled,
Lots of words,
Scrabbling around like little birds,
(Of a feather).
My new sentences stitched,
Variegated verses clipped together,
Woven in strands,
Till I have a poem:
Here it stands.

-Kathryn Sadakierski
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UNTITILED
Ana Vodušek
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UNTITILED
Ana Vodušek
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UNTITILED
Ana Vodušek
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ETUDE 2-19
R. Prost
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ETUDE 1-49
R. Prost
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CORRECTIONS
1.
Because I was too lazy to look
it up in the dictionary,
.

a word in the poem I wrote

on October third was spelled incorrectly.
I am sorry.

The word is anecdote.
2.
A poem I wrote in April

about Shakespeare's King Lear

is based on a premise totally false.
I feel like such a fool.

Please ignore the error.
3.

Two years ago I wrote a poem

about walking on the road at night.

I'm sorry to say I misidentified a star.
Accept my apology, please.

The star is Polaris, not Betelgeuse.
4.

In a poem entitled Going to School,
the comma in the sixth line

of the fourth stanza is out of place.
Forgive my ignorance.

It should be after "golden rule."
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5.

I suppose you noticed the word “saliva”

in my poem about the flowers in my garden.
Yeah, you’re right.

It should be “salvia.”

Damn careless of me.
Sorry. Mea

culpa. What a mess.
-J.R. Solonche
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ESCAPING THE PULL
Frances Willoughby
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WOMAN HOUSE
Frances Willoughby
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COMPLETANDO FISONOMIA
Frank Lahera O'Callaghan
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CUERPO-ESPACIO
Frank Lahera O'Callaghan
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INFUSION SIX ENVELOPMENTS 3
Gian Luigi Braggio
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wreck duh galls
wreck duh galls myth vows love dolly
blah da da da da da da da da
quiz duh reason blue see collie
blah da da da da da da da da
spawn lee how sour way uh feral
blah da da da da da da da da
mole duh rain shunt ghoul pride barrel
blah da da da da da da da da
she duh grazing ghoul deplore thus
blah da da da da da da da da
spike duh tarp hand coin duh porous
blah da da da da da da da da
hollow tea gin cherry pleasure
blah da da da da da da da da
vile lye sell love ghoul pride measure
blah da da da da da da da da
cast astray duh gold gear glasses
blah da da da da da da da da
kale duh roux gee pads hand passes
blah da da da da da da da da
ding lee ploy bus mall blue heather
blah da da da da da da da da
seedless love duh friend hand leather
blah da da da da da da da da
- Janis Butler Holm
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ECHO 3
David King
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RADIOLARIA 7
David King
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AIR AND COLOR ARE GONE
I was in that place in the winter woods,
close to morning’s weak sun,
in a chipped-ice breeze.
There was no thickness in the air
that I alone was breathing.
Time was not seen yet –
there were no spring leaves,
no curled ferns, sprouted skunk cabbage.
Colors were only shades of grey and brown,
like bagels behind the counter
I had just left:
asiago, wholewheat, pumpernickel,
all ready to be decorated with color –
yellow egg, red-brick bacon, maroon grape jam,
in weekend morning divine choice.
So I fell into time,
of what today might bring.
My green-haired niece to visit?
A ride to the fluorescent-lighted mall,
Victoria’s Secret, Pink Berry?
I imagined stars chasing magic carpets
planting color in this boundless sky.
-Lavinia Kumar
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NICKIE JEAN
Rowynn Dumont
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style see chrome gore grist fuss
style see chrome gore grist fuss
pew plan ban faun tea
squeeze calve show hand thistle beau
hand pheasants faun duh key
grist fuss heave fill grind tea
rare duh glove site memes
style see chrome gore grist fuss
riff lonely gin by schemes
- Janis Butler Holm
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BILL
William Filmore
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MY COMPLACENT MIND
Beyond
the darkening horizon,
and the final warmth of the sun,
beyond the day’s vanishing hours,
sad visions reverberate
through my mind.
A bronze church bell peals
sorrow into the air,
but instead of acting,
I just write poems on tissue paper
with a pen filled with briny tears
about desolate, terrified immigrant children.
- James Piatt
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POPUP
Mark Hurtubise
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CARA OPTICO
Moises Hergueta
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COMFORT LIES
Moises Hergueta
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BALANCING THE MIND
Laura Becker
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MY FIRST FLIGHT
I board the plane.
I’m drunk-dizzy.
Don’t lose balance—don’t breathe too deeply.
Don’t descend to the unconscious.
Must find your seat—don’t think of space,
a hallway of clouds,
a hallway of clouds within clouds,
where people are so close their coats
slither, like sandpaper. Give me
space? Teeth grinding, skin prickling—starting
to itch, body underwater submerged
in sweat so I can’t see the surface.
A seat. I bend my knees. I fall.
Grab the armrests, look forward.
Blinking is blacking out. Screaming is vomiting fear.
Shaking my only movement. That walks me anywhere.
A new state like an old self—unknown. I know
Nothing. The future is at the end of hallway. I descend
to terrain of any kind. Away from blue. Away
from myself that is terrified without me.
Please exit the plane in an orderly fashion?
Please choose to fly with us again?
Landing is becoming human, a different human
-Ben Westlie
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The Kingdom of the Imagination
In the kingdom of the imagination, gravity doesn’t work except on certain days of the month

when everyone falls in love with themselves all over again and they spend their time following

their bliss in a floating sort of way and the biggest problem is an intersection of blisses that leads
to a traffic jam of happy people trying to get where they need to go but no one honks because

they literally have all day like say to go to painting class or to Fiji, or even to painting class in
Fiji conducted by charismatic baboons with shiny bottoms who also teach meditation and boatbuilding, which explains the high materials fee. They can’t talk, of course, and no one knows

where they live or how they got to be such versatile teachers. Clearly we can learn so much
from animals if only we would pay attention. The baboons let crocodiles do their talking and

because of their big smiles, no one can tell if the crocodiles are being serious, which brings a

nervous energy to the class. Today we are going to paint the clouds they say at the beginning of

every class and the giraffes (globe-trotting giraffes now hanging out in Fiji for a spell), who are
also helping, bring out gigantic ladders that we use to climb into the sky and begin working on

the blue palette turning it puffy white in places. The giraffes help you up the first few steps and
brace the ladder for you and from up, up, up high, the top rungs, they look very small and you

can barely hear the instructions from the crocodiles so you’re never quite sure if you’re doing it
right. To the delight of everyone, sometimes a rare Fiji petrel circles nearby and our work – our
play – takes on a note of grace. Slowly and surely the sky clouds over and before long it begins
to rain so you pull your enormous umbrella out of nowhere and parachute down to the ground.

The baboons grin from ear to ear and enthusiastically shake our hands for a job well done.
When the sun comes out again, the rainbow is out of this world.
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- Daniel Hudon

ROBERT THE BRUCE OF SCOTLAND
Phyllis Green
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THE ALTERNATIVE STARTROOPERS
Kenneth Henckel
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wreck duh galls
wreck duh galls myth vows love dolly
blah da da da da da da da da
quiz duh reason blue see collie
blah da da da da da da da da
spawn lee how sour way uh feral
blah da da da da da da da da
mole duh rain shunt ghoul pride barrel
blah da da da da da da da da
she duh grazing ghoul deplore thus
blah da da da da da da da da
spike duh tarp hand coin duh porous
blah da da da da da da da da
hollow tea gin cherry pleasure
blah da da da da da da da da
vile lye sell love ghoul pride measure
blah da da da da da da da da
cast astray duh gold gear glasses
blah da da da da da da da da
kale duh roux gee pads hand passes
blah da da da da da da da da
ding lee ploy bus mall blue heather
blah da da da da da da da da
seedless love duh friend hand leather
blah da da da da da da da da
- Janis Butler Holm
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CONTRIBUTORS
Alan Ainsworth's poetry and prose have appeared in The Atlantic Monthly, The Paris Review, The American Book Review, The New England Review,
ArtLies, Mutabilis Press, and other journals. He edited 75 Arguments, a reader. He is the outgoing Chair of English for Houston Community College
and teaches writing, literature, and humanities.
Alexander Augustus is a British artist best known for his narrative-based commentary. Augustus builds imaginary worlds and populates them with
sculptures, stories, characters and surroundings. His work attempts to create operatic installations which are comprised of classic methods: bronzecasting, woodblock, textiles, metalwork, film and theatre, combined with digital media such as CAD, 3D modelling, Augmented reality, VR and audio.
His work typically deals with the social issues he cares about; his solo show at Somerset House (London) dealt with the alienation and despair of young
unemployment, and was subsequently archived in the National Portrait Gallery. His architectural steel birds in Seoul and Berlin are permanent public
sculptures commenting on the politics of borders. His installation work streamed into Tate Modern imaginatively explores issues of future religious
colonialism.
Rafaël Barnwell is an emerging poet, writer and artist. She is a French Canadian from Montreal. She studied scriptwriting and communications and has
been working in the multimedia industry as a concept writer and creative producer for nearly a decade. In the past couple years, she has devoted herself
to further pursuing writing and visual art curating. World traveler and people lover, she strongly believes that sharing stories is an essential part in
inspiring others and ourselves. Today, Rafaël lives and writes in Berlin.
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Laura Becker is a visual art student at the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee. Her work explores emotional and psychological contemplations
through collaging and fusions of color, abstraction, and psychedelia. She uses digital collage and mixed media to fuse and blend elements of reality,
experience, and perception to critique and analyze particular moods or ideations. She elevates these conceptual sentiments through energetic and
intensive color, surrealism, and abstraction.
Robert Bires lives and writes poetry and fiction in Chattanooga, Tennessee. He has published most recently in Dissident Voice, Rat's Ass Review,
Ancient Paths, and Ghost City Review.
Bislacchi is an Italian-born and London-based visual artist. He graduated in 2018 with a BA in Fine Art from City and Guilds of London Art School.
Group shows include: Yellow Archangel Perceiving Anomalies, General Practice, Lincoln (2021); After Hours , Bowes-Parris Gallery, London (2020);
Rea Art Fair, Fabbrica del Vapore, Milan (2020); Sitting Room, Artisan Space, London (2020); Woolwich Contemporary Print Fair, London (2019 –
2018); Dimensions, Menier Gallery, London (2018).
Gian Luigi Braggio's work recreate a space suspended between the physicality of the experience and the artifice of virtual reality. It recalls the
architecture of a microchip, a printed circuit board with a potentially infinite extension, in which we are directly absorbed within it and invited to reflect
ourselves in the figures that inhabit it. Through the paradox, the human element, consciousness, breath is manifested: a performative act in the sense of
being and not of appearing spectacular, it reveals the original link with the void.
Caleb Charland. Growing up in rural Maine, helping his father renovate their family home, Charland developed an awareness of the potential uses of
materials and the ability to fabricate his visions. Charland earned a BFA in photography, with departmental honors, from the Massachusetts College of
Art and Design in 2004, an MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, as a Trustees Fellow, in 2010, and was a participant at the Skowhegan
School of Painting and Sculpture in 2009. In 2016 Charland received the prestigious Pollock Krasner Foundation grant in photography. His work is
represented in several major collections including the Philadelphia Museum of Art, The Progressive Collection, and the Smithsonian American Art
Museum. Charland currently lives and works in Maine.
Natalie Christensen’s enchanting focus is on banal peripheral settings. Influenced by 25 years as a psychotherapist, her photos favor psychological
metaphors.She deconstructs to color fields, geometry and shadow. “Sometimes I get a glimpse of the sublime in these ordinary places.” Christensen has
exhibited in the U.S. and internationally, and recently was a guest of the United Arab Emirates Embassy on a UAE cultural tour. She led photography
workshops at The Royal photographic Society, London and Meow Wolf, Santa Fe and participated in site-specific projects in the U.S and U.K. The
recipient of several prestigious photography awards, Christensen’s work is in the permanent collections of the Fort Wayne Museum of Art, Indiana and
the University of Texas, Tyler.
Selene Citron is a performer and sculptor. Her current artistic work focuses on digital fabrication and 3D printing.
Patrick R Connelly lives in Harvard, MA. His poems and essays appear in a variety of literary journals in the United States and Europe. Patrick is a
member of the Board of Directors of GrubStreet, a multicultural creative writing center in Boston dedicated to transforming lives through narrative.
Zoe Cunniffe is a poet and singer-songwriter from Washington, DC. She has previously been published in literary journals such as Blue Marble Review,
New Reader Magazine, Doghouse Press, and Velvet Fields Magazine. Zoe can be found on Instagram at @there.are.stillbeautifulthings.
Thais DeMelo is a Brazilian creative and film director. She has experience in cinema, video production and editing and development of artistic
installations. She has presented her work at the Museo de Arte Contemproranie de Alicante, Palais de Glace, Anthology Film Archives, The Monarch
Theater, Elysium Gallery, Oped Space Gallery, Roodkapje Rotterdam, among other cultural spaces in more than 15 countries.
Rowynn Dumont is a multidisciplinary artist, curator, and writer, based in New York. She is the Arts Editor for Agora Gallery (NYC) & COOPH
Magazine (Austria). Her P.h.D. is on the topic of Haitian Vodou Aesthetics & Resistance. She holds a BFA in Studies of Taboo Religions & Sexuality in
Art from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Rowynn's work can be seen internationally in Nimbus at Vespertine (Shanghai) and The Fowler
Museum (Los Angeles). She has lectured at CAA (DTLA), at the Paris School of Art, and at The Sexology Institute (San Antonio).
Jim Eyre is a London-based photographer trained as an interior architect. His CV features ad agency creative director, designer, filmmaker and artist.
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Conversant in multiple media, Jim has created a number of iconic pieces. His “loop table” has permanent residency in both MoMA and the Victoria and
Albert Museum, London. His “balloon head” window display for British fashion designer Sir Paul Smith is still used globally and inspired the front
cover of Paul Smith’s latest book. In 2018, Jim suffered a stroke and now focuses on healing through photo-based art. His work has been exhibited
across Europe, North America and East Asia.
Stefanie Fair-King participates in a weekly writers group that started meeting online at the beginning of quarantine. She has written many pieces,
including "To Peel an Orange", during this time. She loves coffee, books, cats, and Oxford commas. She has a bachelor’s degree in English and
philosophy and a master’s degree in liberal arts. She and her husband live in Texas.
William Fillmore is a surrealistic sculptor born and raised in Southern California. After earning his Bachelors in Business Administration in 2005 from
California State University of Fullerton, he pursued his desire for making art, earning his MFA in Sculpture in 2013, from Indian University,
Bloomington, Indiana. William is a professor of Art + Extended Media at Russell Sage College in Upstate New York. Working in multiple sculptural
disciplines from ceramics, cast metal, and fabricated steel, William’s sculptural works feature the pain and beauty found in memories both forgotten and
the discarded.
Sherman Finch is an artist who works in multi-media, with a special emphasis in the area of interaction, kinetics, sonification, and conceptual art. He
received a BFA from RISD and two Master’s degrees from MICA. His work has been exhibited, performed, and screened at venues such as Roswell
Museum and Art Center, Amarillo Museum of Art, Baltimore Artscape, Site:Brooklyn, Govenor’s Island Art Fair, Alexandria Museum of Art, Art
Interactive Gallery, New Museum of Art Detroit, York Art Gallery UK, among other places. Sherman is currently a Visiting Artist at Sam Houston
State University in Texas.
Jean Fineberg is a poet and professional jazz saxophonist. Her poet father left a new poem on the table every morning, which was probably Jean’s
greatest writing catalyst. She recently unearthed a book of poems she wrote when she was eight years old. Jean has studied with celebrated poet Kim
Addonizio, and her poems have been published in Modern Poets Magazine, Soliloquies Anthology, Vita Brevis, Dove Tails, Uppagus, Literary Yard,
FLARE: The Flagler Review, Riza Press, High Shelf Press, The Fibonacci Review, The Creativity Webzine, Quillkeepers Press, Lucky Jefferson and Shot
Glass Journal. Her first chapbook, A Mobius Path, will be available from Finishing Line Press in February, 2022. She is currently at work on her second
chapbook, tentatively titled Memoirs of a Mean Sax.
Carla Geronimi is an Artist/Filmmaker based in London. She creates moving image works that showcase imaginary places, fictional stories and
creature-like characters. She seeks to explore dreams, memory and identity through the use of non-coherent story lines and absurd narratives.
Phyllis Green is the author of 16 books for young people and over 50 stories in literary magazines. Five years ago at the age of 84 she bought a small
box of acrylics and began to paint. She recently started a series on vases.
Seth Guy appropriates, reconfigures and juxtaposes materials to create playful performative works which explore the discourse between ear and eye.
Influenced by his interests in experimental fiction, art, and music, Seth is interested in the intersections of shared language, memory, and imagination in
which the acts of listening and visualising are investigated. Often collaborating and devising projects of a participatory and experiential nature, he makes
both sonic and visual art; work which is often humorous, and occasionally disquieting.
Samuel Hall, percussionist and improviser holds degree’s from the Monash University School of Music as well as the Victorian College of the Arts.
Hall’s percussive style is one that engages in a deep sonic universe that focuses on a highly interactive form of music making.
Janis Butler Holm's work has appeared in multiple magazines, including the Berkeley Poetry Review, Brevity, Carolina Quarterly, Copper Nickel,
Diagram, the Gay and Lesbian Review, Iowa Review, the Journal, LIT, PANK, Quarterly West, and Whiskey Isla.
Kenneth Henckel lives in Copenhagen, Denmark. He is an artist who seriously took up painting 11 years ago. His paintings contain equal parts of
thought, states of mind, a reaction on the world around, then there is often a humorous angle attached to his pictures.
Moises Hergueta has been painting since 1980 parallel to his profession as a teacher. He has done various works for third parties such as posters,
murals, disc covers, clothing design, ephemeral architecture, etc.
Ashley Rae Hernandez is a Houston based multidisciplinary artist. Originally from South Houston, Texas, Hernandez was an active member and
supporter of the Houston local music scene and created flyers for several bands and venues across Texas. Her confidence and skill organically
progressed as she attended college in Odessa, Texas in 2018. She then moved from flyers to lithographs, paintings, photography, and video. Hernandez’s
adoration for color and storytelling is evident and credits inspiration to such artists as Emil Bisttram, Hilma af Klint and Gabriella Ruiz. She enjoys
being able to manipulate color in her photography as well as the theatrical and musical aspects of stop motion videos.
Jay Hollick currently holds the position as Chair for the Illustrative Design Department at the Rocky Mountain College of Art + Design and is an
established designer, illustrator, fabricator, and artist working professionally since 2007. Jay has worked nationally and abroad with groups such as the
multidisciplinary art company Atelier van Lieshout in the Netherlands and the Contemporary Art Museum in Tampa, Florida. Jay’s work has been
shown internationally including the Atlantic Center for the Arts in New Smyrna Beach (2011), Czong Insitute for Contemporary Art, South Korea
(2018), and Washington State University (2008).
Daniel Hudon, originally from Canada, teaches physics, astronomy and math at the college level. He is the author of The Bluffer’s Guide to the
Cosmos, a chapbook of prose and poetry called Evidence for Rainfall, and Brief Eulogies for Lost Animals: An Extinction Reader, named a Must Read in
the 2019 Mass Book Awards. He has recent essays in The Smart Set, The Revelator, Hidden Compass and Appalachia Journal. He can be found at
danielhudon.com.
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Mark Hurtubise. During the 1970s, numerous works were accepted for publication. Then family, teaching, two college presidencies and for 12 years
CEO of an Inland Northwest community foundation. After a four-decade hiatus, he is attempting to create again by balancing on a twig like a pregnant
bird. Within the past four years, he has appeared in Apricity Magazine; Adelaide Literary Magazine, Literary Award; Bones Journal; Deep Overstock;
pacificREVIEW; Modern Haiku; Ink In Thirds; Grub Street Literary Magazine; Kingfisher Journal; Atlas Poetica; Humana Obscura Literary
Magazine; Burningword Literary Journal; The Wayne Literary Review; Frogpond Journal; Montana Mouthful; The Spokesman-Review; Stanford Social
Innovation Review; Alliance; Sludge; University of San Francisco, Alum News, Interview; and Monovisions Black & White Photography Magazine, Two
Honorable Mention Awards.
Iris K, an independent writer, writes about the randomness of life and invites people to think and question life. A year ago, she dived into digital
illustration and painting and began a new journey of synchronizing her stories with art.
David King a visual artist working in painting, drawing and collage. His work has been shown in Europe and across the U.S., including venues such as
Artist's Space in New York, The Soap Factory in Minneapolis and Yerba Buena Center for the Arts and The Lab in San Francisco. He has enjoyed
several residencies – including at Ucross and Jentel in Wyoming, and Recology and the Lucid Art Foundation in San Francisco, and is the recipient of a
grant from the Pollock-Krasner Foundation. He lives in Grass Valley, CA with his husband. His work can be found at DavidKingCollage.com
Lavinia Kumar’s latest books are Hear Ye, Hear Ye: Women, Women: Soldiers, Spies of Revolutionary and Civil Wars, No Longer Silent: the Silk and
Iron of Women Scientists, and Beauty. Salon. Art. Poems for Now. Her poetry has appeared in US, Irish, & UK publications. Her website is
laviniakumar.org.
Vilma Leino is a Finnish born, Berlin based photographer. She was born in 1999 and has been using photography as a medium since 2015. Her work
focuses on self-portraiture. As a photographer, director, model and a stylist, she creates multiple characters to reflect inner feelings, society and
womanhood. Her work experiments with strong color schemes, composition and human body. It is a one-woman show, where being in control and the
fear of losing it are in a constant dialogue. The story is balancing between beauty and horror, forming a story about personal growth, where fears are
forming into strength.
Dave Lojek loves filmmaking. He created 172 movies. His favorite genres are comedy, parody, fantasy, romance, poetry, art, and experiment. Lojek also
directs documentaries, dramas, portraits, sci-fi. His distributions won 220 film awards. He graduated with an MA in English / American Cultural
Studies from Humboldt University in his hometown Berlin.
Luca Lunardi is a filmmaker specialized in scientific communication and documentary.
The ManosBuckius Cooperative creates video and live performance responding to labor and productivity in highly unproductive ways. Finding
humor in absurd situations caused by cultural and systemic constraints, they are inspired by the physical and visual work of Lucille Ball, Jacques Tati
and DEVO. Recently their research and camera lens is focused on domestic and caregiving work, which they each undertake in their families. Manos
and Buckius both grew up in the American Midwest, Michigan and Illinois, respectively, and met while attending the University of Michigan Stamps
School of Art and Design MFA program. Their collaborative and solo work have been shown nationally and internationally.
P.J. Melton lives in a bright yellow house next to the Ames Hill Brook in West Brattleboro, Vermont, with a spouse, a cat, and three teenagers. A
graduate of the University of Iowa Writers’ Workshop, Melton has published work in Café Review, the minnesota review, and the Iowa Review.
Ben Miller is the author of River Bend Chronicle (Lookout Books) and the recipient of creative writing fellowships from the National Endowment for
the Arts and the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study at Harvard University.
Sophie Minervini, born in 1999, is a multidisciplinary artist based in Glasgow, Scotland. Her work currently centres around the concept of play and
performance as a non-human entity exploring the world for the first time. Through her work she delves into the relationship between women-led crafts,
such as knitting, and contemporary art with aims to show the historical connection between the two.
Li Mo is a Los Angeles-based fashion and knitwear designer who grew up in Shenzhen, China. In 2015, she graduated from Fashion Institute of Design
and Merchandising with an AAS degree. The persistent passion of fashion paved her way to one of the most renowned fashion schools, Fashion
Institute of Technology and she graduated with a BFA degree in 2020. During her years in New York, she has worked for the fashion brands including
NAADAM and Carlisle Etcetera. Li Mo’ art works reflects herself. She characterizes her design by elevating the innovation of spirituality and
uniqueness.
Esra Nesipoğulları is an architect and multidisciplinary artist, born and raised in Turkey. Currently resident in Italy. She accomplished two residencies
in Toulouse and Marseille during the period of her BA. Also in 2013, she had been granted to travel to Cuba for research about the use of semi-public
spaces in the socialist context. Later on, working for over two years in several architectural design studios, in London, Istanbul, and Mantua, she moved
to the art and curatorial field. Her works often respond to personal stories in cultural and political contexts. She is also the associate founder of
Ambaradan Think Tank with Amal Muntaser.
Frank Lahera O'Callaghan Cuban visual artist and filmmaker. Graduated in Film Direction from the Faculty of Arts and Audiovisual Communication
Media. His films have been exhibited internationally in events such as the 30 Instant Video, III Festival of Experimental and Emerging Arts Sarna and
the II International Festival of Experimental Cinema Enneagrama, and his visual works in the II International Exhibition of Video Art Faenza de
Colombia, Loading Fest, II International Biennial of Contemporary Art of the South BIENALSUR, ARCOTANGENTE 2016, PhotoEspaña 2020,
GetxoPhoto 2019 and 2020, among others. His works have been published in magazines such as: 100 Grados, Floating Mag, Astilla en el Ojo, and
Ephemera 2.0.
Helge Paulsen is a freelance journalist, author, and art photographer. He holds a PhD with an emphasis in sociology of culture, art theory, and art
history. His work has been exhibited widely. www.artpromotor.com.
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James Piatt is a retired professor and octogenarian, is a Best of Web nominee and three time Pushcart nominee. He has had four books of poetry; Solace
Between the Lines, Light, Ancient Rhythms, and The Silent Pond, as well as 35 short stories, five novels, and 1500 poems published worldwide. He
earned his BS and MA from California State Polytechnic University, SLO, and his doctorate from BYU.
R. Prost was born and raised in Chicago with a background in literature rather than the visual arts.He primarily works with language in its many forms.
Being interested both in the visual aspects of language and the contexts in which language is found, he makes books, altered books, and what he terms
"literary objects". He also works on paper with collage and other techniques.
Zaria Rashay (she/her) was born Zoria Key and is a black biaceflux poet and fiction writer from Atlanta, Georgia. Zaria’s writing revolves around
living with one’s trauma and mental illness in a black queer body. She has a BA in Liberal Arts with a Humanities Concentration at Soka University of
America. She currently lives in Granada, Spain.
Willy Bo Richardson received an MFA in painting from Pratt Institute in 2000. His paintings are appreciated and collected internationally, and he
taught painting in New York City and Santa Fe at University level. Collections include the Albuquerque Museum and Diamond Way Europe Center in
Germany. His work and vision was featured on the PBS weekly arts series, ¡COLORES!. In 2019, Richardson was a guest artist at the Tamarind
Institute at the University of New Mexico.
Kathryn Sadakierski's work has appeared in Capsule Stories, Critical Read, DoveTales, Halfway Down the Stairs, Literature Today, NewPages Blog,
Northern New England Review, Poetically Magazine, seashores: an international journal to share the spirit of haiku, Silver Stork Magazine, Snapdragon:
A Journal of Art and Healing, Songs of Eretz, The BeZine, The Voices Project, Yellow Arrow Journal, and elsewhere. Her micro-chapbook Travels
through New York was published by Origami Poems Project (2020).
Grgur Savic, saxophonist and composer - leader of Pitch Shifting.Very early and largely involved in a pure acoustic and modern classical music he
begins to discover new fields of more extended techniques like noise, aggressive confrontation and dissonance, IDM - computer manipulation and
digital synthesis, minimalism and electroacoustic music. He holds a Degree from Kunstuniversität Graz.
Richard Scott, composer and performer of electronic and improvised music uses analogue modular synthesizers with a variety of digital technologies
such as Ambisonics, multichannel diffusion and with instruments such as the Buchla Lightning, Thunder and his self-designed WiGi system. He holds a
PhD in Musicology, an Masters in Electroacoustic Composition, an HND in Jazz Theory.
Cole Seidl is a narrative and experimental filmmaker, educator, and traveler. His films explore (failures of) human communication, and cultural barriers
to perception. He served as a Visiting Assistant Professor of Media Studies at Al Quds Bard College in Palestine. He currently lives and works in
Rochester, New York.
Sanja Star, graphic designer and visual artist working in fields of fashion and music. She is focused on branding, new media art and live improvised
visual performances. She holds a Master's Degree from University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts.
Stephen Severn is a still life photographer whose practice provides a space for the exploration of human and object ontogeny. His work explores
objects not as representations of human identity, but in a process of becoming alongside human existence, where human-object relations intertwine and
transform through time, space, and movement. Elements move towards, cohere, and separate. It is in this ontogenetic and generative coherence – the
composition – that meaning is created. The photographic images in A Knot, A Network, A World present an alternative to photography as
representation, instead centering its composition as a moving-towards of human and non-human elements.
Nolo Segundo, pen name of L.J. Carber, 74, retired teacher, in past few years published online/in print in 37 literary magazines in the U.S., U.K.,
Canada, Romania, and India; in 2020 a trade publisher released a book titled The Enormity Of Existence and in 2021 a 2nd book, Of Ether And Earth
[royalties going to Doctors Without Borders]. The titles like many of his poems reflect the awareness he's had since having an NDE whilst almost
drowning at 24 in a Vermont river: He has a consciousness that predates birth and survives death [and no, his NDE was not of the 'white light' sort but
then his near drowning was not accidental.] For 50 years he's known that the problem with sentient life is not that it is meaningless as he once thought,
but that there is so much meaning in virtually everything than no one can fully grasp it all--still, he keeps trying.
Jaspal Kaur Singh is a poet and a creative non-fiction/flash writer residing in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan where she teaches English Literature at
Northern Michigan University. Her work has appeared in South Asian Review, The Offbeat, Dreadlocks Interrupted, In Other Words: An American
Poetry Anthology and Emergences: Journal for the Study of Media and Composite Cultures, among others. She loves cooking, gardening, walking,
swimming and playing with her four-year old granddaughter.
J.R. Solonche, Professor Emeritus of English at SUNY Orange, has been publishing in magazines and anthologies since the early 70s. He is the author
of 24 books of poetry and coauthor of another. His Selected Poems 2002-2021 has been nominated for the National Book Award by Serving House
Books. He lives in the Hudson Valley.
Sanna Stabell is a self-taught artist. She draws her creative strength from a deep emotional base, channeling internal dialogue into expressive artwork
that carries lightheartedness above a contemplative undercurrent. Her sense of humor forms a thread through all her work and though there are pensive
undertones throughout, there is also an overall slant towards playfulness and absurdity that is meant to create a balance within the pieces. Sanna invites
those who view her work to step inside the scene and look outward through the eyes of the characters. They may at first appear peculiar or awkward to
the viewer, but from their vantage point so may the outside world.
Angel Tang is a Chinese-American writer based in Pittsford, New York. Her work has also been published by the Live Poets Society of NJ. When she's
not sleeping, you can find her reading psych books, writing poetry, or jamming out to some Chinese pop music. She hopes to leave her mark on the
world through writing, psychology or computer science.
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The ManosBuckius Cooperative creates video and live performance responding to labor and productivity in highly unproductive ways. Finding
humor in absurd situations caused by cultural and systemic constraints, they are inspired by the physical and visual work of Lucille Ball, Jacques Tati
and DEVO. Recently their research and camera lens is focused on domestic and caregiving work, which they each undertake in their families. Manos
and Buckius both grew up in the American Midwest, Michigan and Illinois, respectively, and met while attending the University of Michigan Stamps
School of Art and Design MFA program. Their collaborative and solo work have been shown nationally and internationally.
Camille Theodet is a French artist based in Berlin, influenced by the classics, dramatics, and religious paintings of art history. He is creating new sense
from what already exists in those periods, and reuse pictorial codes to reinterpret them. By using a modern eye, Camille propose a very sarcastic and
ridiculous vision of what was considered sacred, by using contemporary techniques.
Sophia Thimmes has been published in Sink Hollow, Luna Station Quarterly, Black Fox Literary Magazine, and has presented on spoken word poetry
at national conferences. She can often be found hiking in the woods, munching on carb-based foods, and becoming overly enthused about fat
snowflakes falling in Utah, where she got her bachelor of arts in English at Utah State University.
Maria Titan is an artist, foodie and mom to two kids and three furry things. Born in South Africa and currently living in Cyprus, she holds a BA degree
in Fine Art from the University of the Witwatersrand. She paints in pastel, acrylics, watercolour and ink. Painting from photos, her subjects vary but
she has a soft spot for food, interiors, people and animals. Her style would be described as bold and expressive
Ana Vodušek is a Slovenian artist whose main artistic expressions are analog photography, collage, illustration and poetry. Her photography is an
eclectic collection of memories, everyday moments and atmospheres. She has participated in various collective exhibitions around the world.
Ben Westlie holds an MFA in Poetry from Vermont College of Fine Arts. He is the author of four chapbooks of poems, most recently UNDER YOUR
INFLUENCE all published by Finishing Line Press. His poems have appeared in the anthology Time You Let Me In: 25 Poets Under 25 selected and
edited by Naomi Shihab Nye and in the journals The Fourth River, Third Coast, Atlas and Alice, The Talking Stick, the tiny journal, Trampset, ArLiJo
(Arlington Literary Journal), The Voices Project, Otis Nebula and forthcoming in WhimisicalPoet and The Speckled Trout Review.
Dale Williams has exhibited in the New York City area over the past 25 years. He is a 2014 recipient of a fellowship in Printmaking/Drawing/Book
Arts from the New York Foundation for the Arts. His most recent one-person show, “America Now Suite,” which re-visioned American history in
service of the civic imagination, was held at Gowanus Loft (Brooklyn) in October 2018. A selection of portraits from “America Now Suite” was
included in the BRIC Biennial, February - April 2019. (BRIC is Brooklyn’s premier cultural institution). An exhibition of drawings from phase 2 of his
ongoing collaborative project with writer Ben Miller, “Cage Dies Bird Flies,” was held at the Center for Literary Arts of Cornell College in Mt. Vernon,
Iowa, April 2019; a performance was staged to coincide with the exhibition. His work has been published in numerous print and on-line journals.
Frances Willoughby is a British artist based in Bristol, UK. She is a multidisciplinary artist whose practice includes sculpture, installation, and collage.
Willoughby's work is figurative and is immersed in the uncanny, whereby our familiar is repressed and reappears. Found materials and images are
entwined through most of her practice. These objects inform the direction of the work, providing elements of chance in its creation. This strategy, which
is often associated with Surrealism, works to contradict her own need for certainty and order.
April Winter lives and works on a small island off the coast of British Columbia. She creates playful yet introspective self-portraits in self built, often
claustrophobic sets. Her work revolves around the transformations of these little worlds, filling the space with found, made or borrowed objects to tell
a story; often about such topics as sexuality, utopia and isolation.
June Woest believes that handmade objects hold power. She is a Houston-based visual artist concerned about the weather and thinks we are responsible
for what happens next. She grew up in Kansas and holds an interdisciplinary MFA degree from the University of Houston. Her outdoor public art and
curatorial project, RoadsignUSA, was featured in Temporary Art Review. She wrote "Robert Rauschenberg: The Chemistry of the Photographic,"
published in the Oppenau, Germany, International Portal for Photogram Research and co-authored the Museum Experience of the Southwest. She is
grateful to new American scholarship focused on the politics of craft.
Bill Wolak has just published his eighteenth book of poetry entitled All the Wind’s Unfinished Kisses with Ekstasis Editions. His collages have appeared
as cover art for such magazines as Phoebe, Harbinger Asylum, Baldhip Magazine, Barfly Poetry Magazine, Ragazine, Cardinal Sins, Pithead Chapel,
The Wire’s Dream, Thirteen Ways Magazine, Phantom Kangaroo, Rathalla Review, Free Lit Magazine, and The Magnolia Review.
Hyunsun Yoo was born in Seoul, South Korea in 1981. She completed a bachelor of visual art, Painting as a major and Art history as a minor at
Duksung Woman University in Seoul. After that started to study Fine art/painting at Applied art University in Vienna, Austria from 2013 with
Professor Emma Rendl Denk. Now she lives and works in Vienna and has exhibited in various countries. Her First solo exhibition "move your body"
at Songeun gallery, Seoul is the first start to show a work about Human and Humanity.
Zona (Tianzhen Chen) is a performance / video artist who is currently based in Oxford as a Master student in Fine Art with Ruskin School of Art,
Oxford University. Her research explores the value of art practice through several standpoints, including art as therapy, art as social action, art as
personal reinvention. Her work deals with difficulties experienced by female artists from a Chinese feminist standpoint. She is particularly interested in
unpacking the pressure of sexual inequality, stereotyping, and sexual objectification that female artists must deal with.
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Superpresent is a quarterly magazine of the arts. Superpresent is available free online and a limited run
of hard copies is printed for each issue. Superpresent publishes poems, short stories, essays, visual art
pieces, experimental art, video art, and sound art.
Superpresent accepts submissions throughout the year from anywhere in the world.
No fees for submission.
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• March 1
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• December 1
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• We accept submissions in DOC, DOCX, and RTF formats.
• For poetry, up to three poems, one per page
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• Send a link to the video or sound file posting (Youtube, Vimeo, etc)
• Provide a short description of the piece (up to 100 words)
• For videos provide up to three still images
Include a 50-100 word bio written in the third person with your submission.
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